
Our Part       
in the Body  

Tools to discernment



Tools to discernment

!Discerning where and what God 
wants us to engage with 



Aware of our gifting

!“Now to each one the 
manifestation of the Spirit is 
given for the common good.”                 
1 Corinthians 12:7 NIV 

!“the dancing hand” 



Aware of our gifting

!“We are one body, we have 
been called to the same 
glorious future. There is only 
one Lord, one faith, one 
baptism, and there is only one 
God our Father, who is over us 
all and in us all and living 
through us all. 



Aware of our gifting

!“However, he has given each 
one of us a special gift 
according to the generosity of 
Christ” Ephesians 4:4-7 NLT
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Aware of our gifting

!“He is the one who gave these 
gifts to the church: the 
apostles, the prophets, the 
evangelists, and the pastors and 
the teachers. Their 
responsibility is to equip God’s 
people to do his work and build 
up the church, the body of 
Christ, 



Aware of our gifting

!“until we come to such a unity 
in our faith and knowledge of 
God’s Son that we will be 
mature and full grown in the 
Lord, measuring up to the full 
stature of Christ”        
  Ephesians 4:11-13 NLT
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Aware of our gifting

!Gifts of the Spirit are given to 
enable every believer to 
function more effectively in his 
or her given area of service



Aware of our personality

!One way of being or responding 
will be our natural character 
and reflect our personality  

!Our personality can give us a 
clue as to which role we are 
more likely to be gifted in



Aware of our personality

!Are you an introvert or an 
extrovert? 

!Characteristics of an extrovert: 
!1. Extroverts think by talking 

things through with others



Aware of our personality

!Characteristics of an extrovert: 
!2. Extroverts are refreshed by 

being in the company of others 
and participating in group 
activities 

!3. Extroverts tend to work well 
with things that are immediate 
and seen quickly 

!4. Extroverts can ad-lib easily



Aware of our personality

!Characteristics of an introvert: 
!1. Introverts think by internally 

processing things 
!2. Introverts are refreshed and 

recharged by reflection and 
spending time alone  

!3. Introverts are usually very 
creative



Aware of our personality

!“…until we’re all moving 
rhythmically and easily with 
each other, efficient and 
graceful in response to God’s 
Son, fully mature adults, fully 
developed within and without, 
fully alive like Christ.”      
 Ephesians 4:13 Message



Aware of our personality

        Extroverts 

                   
         Introverts



Aware of our personality

!Pioneer or settler?



Aware of our personality

!Pioneer type 
!Enjoy change   
!Find the stress of doing new 

things exciting rather than 
threatening 

!Committed to flexibility 
!Not frightened by instability 



Aware of our personality

!Pioneer type 
!Reach out beyond their current 

experiences 
!Can get bored and frustrated by 

the discipline needed to sustain 
what has been established 

!Love to make breakthroughs and 
are always looking for the next 
new thing to explore



Aware of our personality

!Settler type 
!Committed to continuity, 

stability and conservation 
!Prefer to grow and develop plans 

rather than scrap something and 
start again 

!Great at perseverance and like 
seeing things through to the end 



Aware of our personality

!Settler type 
!Steady, solid backbone of most 

communities 
!Like to know what to expect and 

feel fulfilled when things run 
smoothly 

! Instability cause them great 
discomfort



Aware of our personality

!Pioneers verses Settlers! 
!The two types don’t always 

seem to fit well together



Aware of our personality

!Both pioneers and settlers are 
vital 

!Without pioneers we will never 
find the next frontier 

!Without the settlers we would 
never consolidate and make 
secure what has already been 
achieved 



Aware of our personality

! “In some churches, the pioneers are 
driven away by settlers who do not 
want to explore anything new. In 
others there is pain caused by 
pioneers who are not patient 
enough to wait for settlers to catch 
up with them. There needs to be a 
mutual respect and acceptance, for 
without both pioneers and settlers 
the kingdom will not grow.”     
       Mike Breen



Aware of our personality

    Pioneers                              Settlers/Developers 

 

        Extroverts 

                   
         Introverts



Aware of our calling

!God often calls us in many ways 
!Noah was a drunk, Abraham was 

too old, Isaac was a 
daydreamer, Jacob was a liar, 
Joseph was abused, Moses 
struggled to speak, Gideon was 
afraid, Sampson had long hair 
and was a womanizer, 



Aware of our calling

!Rahab was a prostitute, 
Jeremiah and Timothy were too 
young, David was an adulterer 
and murderer, Elijah was 
suicidal, Peter denied Christ, 
the disciples fell asleep while 
praying, Martha worried about 
everything, Zacchaeus was too 
small, Lazarus was dead,  No 
more excuses.



Aware of our calling

!The Bible is littered with 
examples of simple acts being 
fulfilled by God’s people as part 
of the big                            
plans and                        
purposes he                        
unfolds



Aware of our calling

!Listen to our hearts 
!Recognise our experiences 
!Utilise our skills



Aware of our calling

!Being flexible and willing as 
God’s people 

!God clarifies that as our   
“Core” ministry  

!God calls us to a “Phase” 
ministry 

!We all have our core ministry 
and at least one phase ministry 
at any given time



Aware of our calling

!The way God leads us to be 
active outside of our core 
ministry helps us to appreciate 
those who do have that core 
ministry 

!By experiencing different areas 
of ministry, whether as our core 
or as a phase, we grow more 
into the likeness and character 
of Jesus



Tools to discernment

!Aware of our gifting 
!Aware of our personality  
!Aware of our calling


